Conversation Clusters
Questions & group leader prompts
•
•

The following prompts are tools we have provided to help your groups process the message.
Please use as you see fit.
At some point in your discussion, please allow space for people to upload their thoughts to this
padlet wall: https://padlet.com/LifeLineChurch/vz2v0icubq79um4d
We hope to be able to encourage others with some of these (anonymous) statements. Each
person in your group might pick a different statement(s) to complete based on their journey

1. What has a fresh touch from the King looked like for you? (Or, how has catching a fresh sight of
God changed you?)
Encourage people to think about thought patterns, behaviours, attitudes…
Statement: ‘One touch from the King caused me to……………’
2. Maybe you don't feel you've experienced a fresh touch yet. Is there something you need to do?
i.
ii.

iii.

Maybe something for you to consider as the group leader, or you may feel it appropriate
to help the group think beyond themselves.
Maybe there’s some action or new way of thinking which you need to consider. We can
often feel we ‘ought’ to know, or be something. But what if, in all honesty, we don’t? Is
there a position of humility that we need to take to admit this to ourselves and come
before God again?
How do we come alongside those who have been asking, but don’t yet feel they have met
afresh with the King?

Statement: Although I’ve not yet experienced a fresh touch from the King, I’m asking
Him……………….

3. As you have caught sight of God all over again, how has that changed the way you are relating to
God and others?

You might also find this message on consecration helpful.
Statement: ‘Having seen God afresh I have decided to consecrate (discard/embrace) …………..’
4. How can we help others to access or act on the current message?
Prompts might include what we choose to talk about with others, praying together, using the kind
of questions in this document during the course of life…
5. What does covenant renewal look like in your life? What's changed?
Statement: ‘For me, renewing my covenant has……………’
6. What would you expect to change in us corporately, as we all renew our covenant?
Questions 6&7 give some space for blue sky thinking! Some people find this easier than others, so
you could help people by focussing in on one aspect of church life, for example, how would you
expect our friendships to develop as each of us meet with God afresh?
Statement: ‘As we all - together as LifeLine Church – experience that touch of the King, we will
express recommitment to God/each other/the vision by………………….
7. What now? Dream a little. Once we have all caught a fresh sight of God that has led us to
individually renewing our covenant with Him, what will we look like as a company of people? (ie:
What does renewal look like to God, to each other, to the vision?)
Statement: ‘When I think about our future together I see…………….’

